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Abstract
Bubbles can form in biological tissues by ultrasonic activation of natural gas nuclei. The damaging
aftereffects raise safety concerns. However, the nuclei population is currently unknown and bubble
nucleation is stochastic and thus unpredictable. This study investigates the statistical behavior of
bubble nucleation experimentally and introduces a model-based analysis to determine nuclei
distribution in biological samples. It is tested in two pig blood samples in vitro. Combined ultrafast
passive and active cavitation detections with a linear array were used to detect nucleation from pulsed
ultrasound excitations at 660 kHz. Single nucleation events were detected for peak rarefaction pressure
from -3.6MPa to -24MPa, and the nucleation probability over the range from 0 to 1 was estimated
from more than 330 independent acquisitions per sample. Model fitting of the experimental probability
revealed that the nuclei distribution is most likely continuous, and nuclei are rare in comparison to
blood cells.

Keywords: cavitation, bubble, blood, nucleation probability, ultrasound detection, passive imaging,
ultrafast imaging, model-based analysis
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Introduction
The phenomenon of cavitation in biological tissue has received a considerable interest since
Harvey's first studies (Harvey et al 1944a, 1944b, 1945). However, although the biological effects of
already formed bubbles are well documented - decompression sickness during diving with compressed
gas (Barratt et al 2002), and cell and structure damages during ultrasound exposure (Miller 2007,
Church and Miller 2007) - , little is reported about the initiation of cavitation activity in bubble-free
tissue1, i.e the nucleation of the first transient or stable microbubbles. There is some evidence that submicrometers gas bodies exist naturally in blood and tissue and behave as bubble nuclei (Blatteau et al
2006). However, the nuclei population is currently unknown, both in terms of local concentration and
distribution of activation level. These nuclei could either be transient (Church 2002) or stabilized
against dissolution (Atchley and Prosperetti 1989, Fox and Herzfeld 1954, Yount 1997). Recently,
Krasovitski et al (2011) have also shown that the intra-membrane space of bilayer cellular membrane
could oscillate and expend under ultrasound excitation, and suggested that expended cell membranes
could act as cavitation nuclei.
For short ultrasound exposures, the potential formation of microbubbles is mechanically-driven, and
results from the subjection of the nuclei to a rarefaction pressure in comparison with the equilibrium
state of the medium. Tissue thermal rise induced by ultrasound -that could contribute to nuclei
activation- is negligible for short excitations. Different theoretical analysis of ultrasonic excitation
parameters (frequency, pulse length and amplitude) that influence the on-set of cavitation assuming
pre-existing nuclei have been proposed for sinusoidal (Holland and Apfel 1989, Apfel and Holland
1991, Church 2005) and shockwave (Church 1989, 2002) excitations. These theoretical analyses
consider independently single nuclei of different initial sizes in a modeled fluid, and define the
initiation of cavitation activity with criteria such as the ratio between the maximum size of the bubble
during the expansion phase of a nucleus and the initial size of the nucleus, or the interior temperature

1

The initiation of cavitation activity refers in this paper to the spontaneous nucleation of bubbles in response
to a change of pressure in a medium not seeded with artificial nuclei such as ultrasound contrast agents.
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of the bubble during the subsequent collapse phase. The on-set of cavitation corresponds then to the
criterion value exceeding an arbitrary threshold (Leigthon 1997). Such criteria are unfortunately not
accessible experimentally in blood and biological tissue, and the lack of experimental data on the
statistical distribution of nuclei sizes limits the impact of theoretical studies on the prediction of the
initiation of cavitation activity in biological media. Nevertheless, theoretical models describe
qualitatively the behavior of gas bodies exposed to short ultrasound excitations, and are of interest to
understand the process of bubble nucleation. Thus, if the pressure change induced by the exciting
acoustic wave can be considered as quasi-static with respect to the timescale of a nucleus (determined
by its high resonance frequency), which is the case for sub-micrometers gas bodies and excitation in
the megahertz range, the nucleus is expected to experience an explosive growth that can lead to the
formation of a micrometric bubble, only if the rarefaction pressure exceeds a threshold (Leigthon
1997). As a consequence, a nucleus in the excited region will theoretically be activated only if the
rarefaction pressure locally exceeds this nucleus threshold, as described by Blake (Blake 1949,
Neppiras and Noltingk 1951) and others (Atchley 1989, Holland and Apfel 1989). Experimental
studies (Sommer and Pounds 1982, Williams et al 1989, Hynynen 1991, Ivey et al. 1995, Deng et al
1996a) reported a single value for the nucleation threshold in a biological medium, corresponding to
the weakest peak rarefaction pressure or acoustic intensity for which cavitation activity was detected.
In the case of an a priori complex population of nuclei, these disclosed values could either refer to the
lowest nucleus threshold, or to a rarefaction pressure value leading to an arbitrary significant
nucleation probability. For cavitation studies in the medical ultrasound community, the nucleation
threshold is therefore often arbitrary estimated and defined by the experimentalist. Moreover, different
methods were used to detect the on-set of cavitation (Barnett 1998) and could lead to different
threshold depending on their sensitivity (Crum et al. 1992). Among the cavitation detection
techniques, acoustic ones are the most suited ones for blood and biological tissues (Barnett 1998).
These acoustic methods can be broadly divided between passive cavitation detection (PCD) and active
cavitation detection (ACD). PCD techniques use the acoustic emissions occurring during the nuclei
activation or the subsequent excitation of the generated bubbles, and are mostly based on analyses of
the emission spectrum. Second or higher harmonic, sub-harmonic and broadband emissions were
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probed and their intensity used as criteria. PCD techniques were shown to be useful for the detection
of cavitation activity in particular during long sonications (Jensen et al. 2011, McLaughlan et al 2010).
ACD techniques use the increase of scattering cross-section and efficiency in a pulse echo
configuration, but their sensitivity can be strongly affected by a lack of contrast between the induced
bubble and intrinsic scatterers in media such as blood and biological tissue.
To overcome the sensitivity issues of standard PCD and ACD, a novel all-ultrasound ultrafast multielement nucleation detection technique sensitive to single nucleation events in scattering tissues was
recently proposed by our group for short ultrasonic excitations (Gateau et al 2011a). The technique
uses a focused single-element transducer driven by a high power electric burst of two cycles to induce
bubble nucleation. Detection is performed with a linear array mounted on the side of the singleelement transducer to probe its focal spot. A combined ultra-fast passive and active detection is
performed with the multi-element ultrasound probe to optimize the sensitivity and specificity of the
technique. This combined detection was shown to lead to coherent passive and active cavitation
detection images.
The method was first validated in vitro and ex vivo (Gateau et al 2011a) and was then successfully
used to study bubble nucleation in vivo in sheep brain tissue (Gateau et al 2011b). In that in vivo study,
a statistical analysis on the occurrence of the nucleation events as a function of the peak rarefaction
pressure of the excitation was performed over a large range of rarefaction pressure (more than 10MPa)
using the developed method. On a macroscopic scale, nucleation in brain tissues was found to be a
random phenomenon whose probability increases slowly (over a range of 10MPa) with the decreasing
peak negative pressure. The slow increase of the nucleation probability indicated that, on the
microscopic scale, the nuclei distribution is not restricted to only one size of nucleus with a high
concentration. Unfortunately, no better assessment of the nuclei spectrum could be achieved.
In this paper, to further investigate the on-set of cavitation in biological tissue, statistical models are
presented in order to estimate the nuclei distribution. Such models could not be tested with previously
acquired data on sheep brain: nucleation probability was not well-enough resolved due to the fair but
limited number of independent acquisitions (120 independent locations on 8 sheep brains) that could
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have been done during that first in vivo study. This limited number of acquisitions was partly due to
the fact that a tissue region already insonified once could not be used for a second independent
acquisition, as sonication in soft-solid tissue may influence the local nuclei distribution. Freshly
harvested blood samples were chosen here to test the statistical models, for three main reasons. First,
because it circulates through the entire body and perfuses all the organs. Second, blood is a scattering
liquid tissue. Therefore, its acoustic scattering properties are comparable to other biological tissues
but, as opposed to soft-solid tissues, blood is homogenous at a mesoscopic scale and can be
rehomogenized by gentle mechanical mixing for example. This rehomogenization enables formed
bubbles to move away and depleted nuclei to be renewed. As a consequence, a much larger number of
independent acquisitions can be performed on the same sample. Finally, as most theoretical studies
assume a fluid medium in which nuclei are most likely spherical, a liquid tissue facilitated the
development of models for the analysis of the statistical behavior.
We report in this paper in vitro experiments carried out on two pig blood samples. Three different
distributions of nuclei activation level were introduced and tested on the estimated nucleation
probabilities.

Materials and methods
Sample preparation
Freshly drawn whole pig blood was used for this study. Heparin (2mg/kg) was injected intravenously
to the animal before harvesting to prevent blood from coagulation. Blood was then collected in a
450mL blood bag (Teruflex CPDA-1, Terumo penpol limited, India) for each of the two animals
included in the study. These bags contain 63mL of a citrate-phosphate-dextrose-adenine (CPDA-1)
solution to improve the conservation of red blood cells over several weeks. Experiments were carried
out over one week after harvesting, and the blood was kept refrigerated at 5°C in between the
experiments. All protocols involved in the blood acquisition were approved by the ethical committee
of the IMM Research Group (Institut Mutualiste Montsouris, Paris, France).
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To avoid acoustic mismatch between the samples and the ultrasound probe, for each animal, a
100mL sample was taken from the bag and placed in a non-lubricated latex condom (thickness 65µm).
The condom was sealed so that no air was trapped inside. Since the condom walls were under weak
tension, the static pressure in the blood sample was considered equal to the atmospheric pressure. All
the acquisitions were performed on these samples.

Experimental set-up
The

experimental

set-up

is

presented

in

Figure 1. The confocal ultrasound system and the driving electronics were already described in detail
elsewhere (Gateau et al. 2011a, 2011b). Therefore, only the main features are presented here. A singleelement piezo-composite focused transducer (Imasonic, Vorey sur l’Ognon, France) was used to
induce bubble nucleation. It had a center frequency of 660 kHz, a focal distance of 45 mm, and an f number of 1. It was driven by a function generator (AFG 3101, Tektronix, Beaverton, OR) with a 5
kW RF power amplifier which gain could be adjusted (GA-2500A, RITEC Inc.,Warwick, RI). The
detection of nucleation events was performed with a linear array (L7-4, 4.0/7.0 MHz Linear Array
Vascular, Philips Medical Systems, Seattle, WA). It was driven by an ultrafast ultrasound scanner
prototype (V1, SuperSonic Imagine, Aix en Provence, France) programmable per channel both in
receiving (64 channels) and in transmitting (128 channels) modes. This prototype allowed very high
frame rate acquisitions (up to 20,000 frames/s) by the receiving aperture. The two transducers were
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confocally

aligned

(
Figure 1).
The confocal system was immersed in a degassed water tank. The sample, hanging from the top, was
positioned so that the focal spot of the focused single-element transducer corresponds to the middle of
the condom.

Calibration for the single element transducer
The activation of gas nuclei was induced by the transient rarefaction pressure generated in the
medium after the excitation of the single-element focused transducer. Although the region of lower
rarefaction pressure is concentrated on a focal spot, the calibration performed here consisted on
measuring the peak rarefaction pressure (i.e. at focus) for different gains of the amplifier. The
transducer was calibrated in degassed water. As for all the experiments carried out in this study, the
transducer was driven by two-cycle bursts (at 660 kHz). The pressure waveforms at focus are
presented in Figure 2. They were derived from the ultrasonic displacement measured using a Laser
heterodyne interferometric method already described and discussed in detail elsewhere (Gateau et al.
2011b).
At high amplitude excitations, the wave propagation was nonlinear, and due to the limited
bandwidth of the calibration system, it was impossible to unwrap the phase of the interferometric
signal without avoiding 360° jumps and the positive peak value could then not be recorded precisely.
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The output of the calibration system for the positive peaks resulted in a discontinuity of the curve and
non-physical negative values (Figure 2). Nevertheless, the rarefaction phase was well resolved and the
value of the negative peak pressure recorded. Discrete amplitudes of excitation were used in this
study, based on the control panel of the RITEC amplifier. This led to peak negative pressures ranging
from -2.5MPa to -24MPa.

Nucleation detection sequence
The nucleation detection sequence comprised a series of successive high amplitude excitations of the
targeted region and subsequent detection of the potentially induced bubble nucleation events. A
combined passive detection and ultrafast active plane-wave-imaging sequence described by Gateau et
al. (2011a) was used. For each high amplitude excitation, the passive recording occurs while the high
amplitude excitation propagates into the medium. It aims at detecting the acoustic emissions induced
by bubble nucleation events. The ultrafast active detection takes place 440 microseconds later, once
the reverberations of the high amplitude pulse vanished. The induced bubbles then act as strong
scatterers, and their echoes are recorded. Ultrafast active images here were composed of two
compound plane-wave acquisitions with opposite tilts to increase the contrast and lateral resolution
(Montaldo et al. 2009). A series of 80 plane-wave acquisitions with alternating tilts was performed at
pulse repetition frequency of 8.8 kHz after each high amplitude excitations. For each plane-wave
acquisition, the elements of the array were driven with a single impulse signal of 83 ns (Mechanical
index: 0.67), and the pulse-echo signals were recorded. In addition to the active detection after each
high amplitude excitation, one ultrafast image was recorded just before the first excitation; it
comprised the echoes of the unnucleated medium and served as a reference. The pulse echo signals of
this image were subtracted coherently to obtain so-called active change detection (AChD) images.
The high amplitude excitations of the focused transducer and the subsequent passive and active
detections were repeated twelve times per nucleation detection sequence in order to provide several
attempts to detect the nucleation events and induced bubbles. The amplitude of the excitations was
fixed for each acquisition and the pulse repetition frequency (PRF) was set to 101Hz. Before each
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nucleation detection sequential acquisition, a gentle mechanical mixing was performed manually. This
mixing enables formed bubbles to move away and depleted nuclei to be renewed in the targeted area.

Assessment of the nucleation probability
The probability of bubble nucleation is evaluated as a function of the peak negative pressure at the
focus. For a given amplitude of the excitation, each nucleation detection sequential acquisition was
statistically considered as the outcome of a Bernoulli trial. The value ‘1’ (success) was attributed to
the acquisition if at least one nucleation event was detected in the vicinity of the focal point of the
single-element transducer

(i.e. more than 5mm away from the condom walls). Otherwise, the

acquisition got the value ‘0’ (failure). An estimator of the probability for a given peak negative
pressure is then the number of successful acquisitions over the total number of acquisitions with the
same excitation amplitude. The 95% confidence interval is assessed for this estimator. Given the small
number of outcomes (<1000), a method based on a non-asymptotic binomial law is used (Harte 2002).

Models for analysis of the nucleation probability
To analyze the probability distribution of the nucleation events, and attempt to estimate the nuclei
spectrum - i.e the statistical distribution of nuclei activation level- in the samples, the nucleation
probability assessed experimentally was fitted with different models. Three models were tested. Each
corresponds to a different nuclei spectrum. First, discreet nuclei spectra with one type of nucleus, and
two types of nuclei were considered. The term type of nuclei refers here to nuclei which have the same
nucleation threshold. A continuous nuclei spectrum was then tested. The derivation of the nucleation
probability from these nuclei spectra is presented in this section.

Nucleation probability models
For the ultrasonic high amplitude excitations used in this study, the pressure change induced by the
acoustic wave can be considered as quasi-static with respect to the timescale of the nuclei (determined
by their high resonance frequency). As a consequence, a nucleus in the targeted region will be
activated only if the rarefaction pressure locally exceeds this nucleus threshold, as described by Blake
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(Neppiras and Noltingk 1951) and others (Atchley 1989, Holland and Apfel 1989). Before being
activated, the nucleus could either be transient (Church 2002) or stabilized against dissolution
(Atchley and Prosperetti 1989, Fox and Herzfeld 1954). Its activation is then characterized by a loss of
mechanical stability and an explosive growth. Although the generation of the detected microbubble
can imply more complex bubble dynamics, Blake's threshold is valid for predicting the onset of the
explosive growth of the nucleus (Leighton 1997). The value of the rarefaction pressure threshold (Pnuc)
is less then -Pstat , Pstat being the static pressure in the sample.

Discrete nuclei distribution
The simplest nuclei distributions are discrete, and correspond to nuclei populations with limited
dominant types. For one type of nucleus whose activation rarefaction pressure (nucleation threshold)
is: Pnuc,i, and whose concentration is ndiscrete,i, the probability that none of the Ni nuclei of this type
present in the sample will be activated is:

 discrete , i ( Prar , min




V Prar , peak  Pnuc , i Prar , min
)  1 

V sample


 

Ni




(eq. 1)

with Prar,min the minimum peak rarefaction pressure of the entire volume, V Prar , peak  Pnuc ,i Prar , min



the volume in which the local peak rarefaction pressure is below the nucleation threshold Pnuc,i
provided the miminum peak rarefaction pressure in space Prar,min., V sample the total volume of the blood
sample and N i  n discrete ,i .V sample .
The probability of this event corresponds to the probability that none of the Ni nuclei of the sample
whose nucleation threshold is Pnuc,i will be within the volume where they can be activated, assuming
that nuclei are free to move about in the liquid medium, and that every location is equally probable.
For a liquid sample containing k different types of nuclei, the nucleation probability for each type
being independent, the nucleation probability in the medium is given by:
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k

 discrete ( Prar , min )  1   
i 1

discrete , i

(eq. 2)

( Prar , min )

Model 1: one type of nucleus
If the nuclei population comprised only type of nucleus, that is to say if all the nuclei in the sample
have the same nucleation threshold Pnuc,0 then :

 mod 1 ( Prar , min )  1   discrete , 0 ( Prar , min )

(eq. 3)

Model 2: two types of nuclei
If the nuclei population is composed of only two types of nuclei whose nucleation thresholds are
respectively Pnuc,1 and Pnuc,2 , the nucleation probability is then given by:

 mod 2 ( Prar , min )  1   discrete ,1 ( Prar , min ). discrete , 2 ( Prar , min )

(eq. 4)

Continuous nuclei distribution
For a continuous distribution of nuclei, the concentration of nuclei with a threshold between Pnuc and
 dn continuous 
 dP nuc . The probability that none of

 dP nuc


Pnuc + dPnuc (with dPnuc the differential of Pnuc) is: 



these nuclei will be in the differential volume element d3r located around the point r of the sample is:

 continuous ( Pnuc

3


d r

,r)  1

V sample


 dn continuous


dP nuc







 . dP nuc .V sample .



(eq. 5)

Considering the entire nuclei distribution, the probability that no nucleus will be activated in the


differential volume element d3r located around the point r of the sample is:

 continuous ( Prar , min


,r) 

 Pstat






Pnuc  Prar , peak ( r Prar , min )
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 continuous ( Pnuc , r )

(eq. 6)





with Prar , peak ( r Prar , min ) the peak rarefaction pressure at the point r provided the minimum peak
rarefaction pressure in the blood sample Prar,min, and assuming that this peak rarefaction pressure is


inferior to -Pstat. If the peak rarefaction pressure at the point r is weaker or equal to -Pstat:



 continuous ( Prar , min , r )  1

3


d r
, r )  1 

V sample


If the function  continuous ( Pnuc
on Prar , peak ( r Prar , min ),  Pstat




 dn continuous


dP nuc







 .V sample . P0



is positive and Riemann integrable

with P0 = 1 Pa, a constant pressure used to obtain dimensionless

mathematic expressions, the product integral can be transformed as (Bashirov et al 2008):
 Pstat




Pnuc  Prar , peak ( r Prar , min )

 continuous ( Pnuc

 Pstat


 dPnuc

, r )  exp
ln(  continuous ( Pnuc , r )).


P0
 Pnuc  Prar , peak ( r Prar , min )






(eq. 7)

Then
 Pstat




Pnuc  Prar , peak ( r Prar , min )

 continuous ( Pnuc

 Pstat
3

 dn continuous

d r


, r )  exp V sample . ln( 1 
).

 dP


V Sample P  P
nuc
( r Prar , min ) 
nuc
rar
,
peak



 dPnuc



Since d3r<<Vsample, (eq. 8) can be written :
 Pstat




Pnuc  Prar , peak ( r Prar , min )

 continuous ( Pnuc

 Pstat

 dn continuous

3


, r )  exp  d r .

 dP


nuc
Pnuc  Prar , peak ( r Prar , min ) 



 dPnuc








(eq. 9)

Considering the entire volume of the sample, the nucleation probability in the medium is given by:

 continuous ( Prar , min )  1 

 


r V sample

It follows that:
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continuous


( Prar , min , r ) 

(eq.
10)






(eq. 8)

 continuous ( Prar , min )  1  exp( 

with V Prar , peak   Pstat Prar , min






r V Prar , peak   Pstat

 dn continuous
Pnuc  Prar , peak ( r Prar ,min )  dP
nuc

Prar , min 
 Pstat


 dPnuc .d 3 r )



(eq.
11)

 the volume of the sample for which the peak rarefaction pressure is

below –Pstat.
We found here again the equation given by Herbert et al. (2006).

Model 3: Exponential size distribution
Using filters with different pore diameters and a static pressure excitation, Yount et al. (1979)
measured a continuous nuclei spectrum in gelatin. Nuclei were assumed to be spherical, and the
experimental data were shown to correspond to the following exponential size distribution:

n continuous ( R nuc  R min )  n1 . exp(  R min / R1 )

(eq. 12)

where Rnuc is the equilibrium radius of a nucleus, Rmin is the minimum equilibrium radius considered,
and n1 and R1 are two positive medium dependant variables.
According to Yount, this exponential size distribution is a persistent feature of nuclei populations in
aqueous media (Yount 1997), and corresponds to an equilibrium state. The distribution is therefore
dynamically maintained (Yount 1982). As blood is a liquid tissue, it is also reasonable to assume
spherical nuclei here. Consequently, this continuous nuclei distribution could be well-suited to model
the nuclei population in the blood samples.
The distribution is however given in terms of nuclei size and not in terms of nucleation rarefaction
pressure threshold. To develop the corresponding model, the radius was then converted into
rarefaction pressure by using the Blake threshold's formula (Blake 1949, Neppiras and Noltingk 1951).
The equilibrium radii of the nuclei were assumed to be small enough so that the surface tension is
dominant over the viscous and inertial effects, and the vapor pressure was neglected in comparison
with the static pressure. Under these assumptions, Blake's nucleation threshold can be expressed as
(Leighton 1997):
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Pnuc  Pstat   0 . 77



(eq. 13)

R nuc

with γ the surface tension and Pnuc < -Pstat.
Consequently (eq. 12) and (eq. 13) can be combined:
 Pstat

n ( Pnuc  Pnuc , max )  n1 . exp(  P1 /( Pnuc , max  Pstat )) 


Pnuc , max

 dn 


.dPnuc
 dP 
 nuc  mod 3

(eq. 14)

with Pnuc,max the lowest nucleation threshold considered, and P1 a negative variable which depends
on the medium.
The nuclei spectrum can be derived from (eq. 14) :

 dn continuous

 dP
nuc





 mod

3

 n1 . P1

 ( P  P ) 2 . exp(  P1 /( Pnuc  Pstat ))
stat
 nuc


0 if
Pnuc   Pstat



This nuclei spectrum is continuous and has a maximum for Pnuc 

P1
2

(eq. 15)

 Pstat

The corresponding nucleation probability is:

 mod 3 ( Prar , min


)  1  exp  



 mod 3 ( Prar , min )  1  exp  




 Pstat

Prar , min

 n ( P

nuc

r V Prar , peak   Pstat Prar , min



 Prar , peak




3 
( r Prar , min )). d r





(eq. 16)




n ( Pnuc  ( P  dP )).V P  Prar , peak  ( P  dP ) Prar , min 


with V P  Prar , peak  ( P  dP ) Prar , min

(eq. 17)

 being the volume in which the rarefaction pressure is below

the threshold P+dP and above the threshold P.











V P  Prar , peak  ( P  dP ) Prar , min  V Prar , peak  P  dP Prar , min  V Prar , peak  P Prar , min

15



(eq. 18)

Volume computation
To model the actual nucleation probability, the volume V sample was taken equal to 100mL and



V Prar , peak  Pnuc Prar , min



was computed. To simplify the calculation, it is assumed that the exciting

pressure field corresponds to the one obtained for the center frequency of the focused single-element
transducer, and with a linear propagation of the acoustic wave. The peak rarefaction frequency was
taken at the focal point of the focused transducer, and the rarefaction pressure isosurfaces were
assumed to be prolate spheroids with a main axis corresponding to the transducer axis.
If Pnuc < Prar,min, it follows that V Prar , peak  Pnuc Prar , min   0 . Otherwise, the volume



V Prar , peak  Pnuc Prar , min

 is enclosed in a prolate spheroid whose polar radius L is given by the half

depth-of-focus at Prar , and whose equatorial radius l is given by the radius of the Airy spot at Prar. .
Since the f-number of the focused transducer used in this study is equal to 1, it follows that
(Angelsen 2000):
L   . 4 . y1

with

sin(  . y 1 2 )

 . y1 2

Pnuc



and 0 < y1 ≤ 2

Prar , min

(eq. 19)

where λ is the center wavelength of the signal emitted by the transducer. For a center frequency
fc=660kHz, and a speed of sound c=1500m.s-1, λ ≈ 2.27 mm.

l   . y 2 with

2 J 1 ( . y 2 )

 .y2



Pnuc
Prar , min

and 0 < y2≤ 1.22

(eq. 20)

with J1 the Bessel function of the first kind.
The volume V Prar , peak  Pnuc Prar , min  is then given by:





V Prar , peak  Pnuc Prar , min 
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4
3

 .l . L
2

(eq. 21)

Numerical implementation
For each Prar,min , y1 and y2 were computed with a precision of 10-5 for ratios
 Pstat

Pnuc

varying from

Prar , min

to 1 by 10-5 steps. The corresponding volumes were then derived. For the continuous model,

Prar , min

the integral summation of (eq. 17) was transformed in a discreet summation. The experimental
nucleation probability was fitted to the three different models using a least mean square minimization
algorithm. The unknown variables of the model were then determined.

Results
Detection of nucleation events
Two typical examples of nucleation detection in the second blood sample are presented in this
section, and referred as case #1 and case #2. These examples correspond to the first excitation of two
different acquisitions. The peak negative pressure (at the focal point) was equal to -6.4 MPa (evaluated
in water) for both of the acquisitions. In case #1 a single cavitating region was induced during the first
excitation, whereas in case #2 no nucleation events could be detected. They are thus representative of
each probability state involved in the statistical study. The passive and active detection data recorded
for the two examples are analyzed in greater detail.
The radio-frequency (RF) signals recorded on one element of the linear array during passive
detection are presented in Figure 3(a). The RF signals of the two examples superimpose perfectly for
the time interval [0 16µs]. Two strong high frequency pulse shape signals can then be detected 16µs
after the beginning of the passive recording for case #1 only. The magnitudes of the Fourier
transforms of the RF signals are presented in Figure 3 (b). For case #2, the main spectral component
was the fundamental frequency of the excitation (660 kHz). The case #1 spectrum analysis reveals in
addition a broadband component (above 2.5 MHz) and a second harmonic component (around 1.3
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MHz). This spectrum was shown to be a characteristic of the occurrence of a nucleation event with the
acoustic excitation parameters used here (Gateau 2011a).
High-pass filtered passive data were beamformed to localize the cavitating region. The case #2
passive image has a low amplitude and contains no recognizable structure. The case #1 passive image
is shown in Figure 3(c). Two spots can be distinguished close to the focal point of the focused
transducer. They correspond to the two strong pulsed signals visible in the RF signals (Figure 3(a)).
Using the passive signals recorded on all the elements of the array, the two pulsed signals were
verified to have the same wavefront curvatures. This means that both pulses originated for the same
location. The time delay between the two pulses was associated with the time of collapse of a bubble
(Gateau et al. 2011a). Consequently, even if two spots appear on the passive image, they actually
correspond here to the same nucleation event. The two spots have the same x-coordinate and the upper
one (z = 51mm) is the closest to the actual position of the event (Gateau et al. 2011a).
The passive images were compared to the first subsequent image issued from the active detection for
the same exposure (Figure 3 (d)). The case #1 active change detection (AChD) image (Figure 3 (e))
shows that a scatterer appeared in the medium since the beginning of the nucleation sequence. This
appearance is not detectable on the active image without subtraction (Figure 3 (d)), which justifies the
use of AChD images. Red blood cells are scattering in the frequency range of the active detection. The
induced scatterer corresponds to the nucleated cavitating region. This is confirmed by the fact that the
location of the scatterer on the AChD image (Figure 3 (e)) corresponds to the position of the event on
the passive image (Figure 3 (c)). Only random noise appears on the case #2 AChD images.
As already highlighted in previous papers (Gateau et al. 2011a, 2011b), all the results displayed in
this section enable determination of the occurrence of nucleation for each acquisition.

Nucleation probability
The estimations of the nucleation probability in the two blood samples are presented in Figure 4. A
total of 330 independent acquisitions were performed for sample #1 and 644 acquisitions for sample
#2. The range of nucleation probabilities from 0 to 1 was fully covered. The estimation of the
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probability was calculated and the cumulative probability determined after each experimental session,
and the results were found to be consistent over the 7 days period after harvesting the blood.

Model fitting
For sake of clarity, the results concerning the blood sample #2 are analyzed in details, and the salient
results concerning the two samples are provided in table 1 at the end of the results section. The best fit
of the experimental data in the least-squares sense is presented in Figure 5, for each of the three
models. For the first discrete model -that assumes a nuclei population of only one type of nucleus-, the
best fit was found for a nuclei concentration nnuc,0 ≈ 17.4 nuclei.mL-1, and a rarefaction pressure
threshold of Pnuc,0 = -6.8MPa (Figure 5 (a)). Using Blake's threshold formula given in (eq. 13), and the
surface tension between the whole pig blood and the air (Raymond et al. 1996) (γ ≈ 56 10-3 N.m-1), the
radius of the corresponding spherical nuclei could be estimated: Rnuc,0 ≈ 6 nm. However, Model 1 fails
to fit the experimental points for the peak rarefaction pressures above P0. Indeed, the probability of
Model 1 is equal to zero above Pnuc,0, but nucleation events were detected even with a peak rarefaction
pressure of -5.1MPa.
For the second discrete model, the experimental data were best fitted with a nuclei population
comprising a concentration nnuc,1 ≈ 8.5 nuclei.mL-1 of nuclei which rarefaction threshold is
Pnuc,1= -5.9MPa, and a concentration nnuc,2 ≈ 25.6 nuclei.mL-1 of nuclei which rarefaction threshold is
Pnuc,2= -9.7MPa. These two thresholds correspond respectively to the estimated radius of nuclei:
Rnuc,1≈ 7 nm and Rnuc,2≈ 5 nm. In addition to the nucleation probability of Model 2, the nucleation
probability of each nuclei type as if it was alone in the sample (i.e. population of model 1) is plotted
Figure 5(b). Fitting errors are lower with Model 2 than Model 1, nevertheless the probability of Model
2 equals zero above Pnuc,1 while nucleation events were detected with a peak rarefaction pressure of 5.1MPa.
The best fit for the continuous model is presented in Figure 5(c). The corresponding total
concentration of nuclei regardless of their rarefaction pressure threshold is equal to: n 1= 457
nuclei.mL-1. This concentration corresponds to the limit when Pnuc,max tends towards -∞ in (eq. 14).
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The nuclei spectrum associated with the fitting parameters (cf (eq. 15) ) is shown in Figure 6 for the
rarefaction pressures between -Pstat= - 0.1 MPa and -25MPa. The corresponding total concentration of
nuclei (with a nucleation threshold above -25MPa) is 137 nuclei.mL-1. The spectrum has a maximum
for Prar,peak ≈ -15MPa. The sums of the squared residuals are comparable for Model 3 and Model 2, but
the nucleation probability for a peak rarefaction pressure of -5.1MPa was found different from zero
with Model 3.
A summary of the results obtained for the two blood samples is given in Table 1.

Discussion
The use of a novel ultrasonic method, able to detect single nucleation events in scattering tissues,
enabled us to perform a statistical study of the occurrence of bubble nucleation in whole pig blood in
vitro. The detection method, first applied in soft tissues (Gateau et al 2011a, 2011b), was shown here
to improve detection of bubble nucleation events in scattering liquid tissues as well thanks to the use
of high frame-rate images. This study confirms that acoustic bubble nucleation in the blood samples
under study was a random phenomenon. The nucleation probability could be measured over a 10MPa
range of minimum peak rarefaction pressure and the probability range from 0 to 1 could be fully
covered. This result represents a first improvement in the assessment of cavitation properties of blood
samples in comparison to the disclosure of a single value of cavitation threshold as given by Deng et al
(1996a) in their in vitro study of cavitation in human blood. Moreover, no particles acting as extra
potential nuclei were needed to be added to the sample to enable the detection of nucleation events,
contrary to Deng et al (1996a)'s study.
When decreasing the peak negative pressure of the high amplitude excitation, there was no sharp
transition in the nucleation probability from 0 to 1, but rather a slow increase in the probability over a
10MPa range was found (Figure 4).This probability distribution indicates that the nuclei population in
blood does not comprise one type of nucleus only with a high concentration. Thanks to the use of a
liquid tissue, a much larger number of independent acquisitions could be performed on a single sample
than on a soft-solid tissue like brain (Gateau 2011b). Thus, the nucleation probability could be
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resolved well enough to allow further analyses. For this purpose, three different models of nuclei
spectrum were tested and were shown to fit reasonably well the experimental data. For each, two
parameters had to be adjusted: the distribution of nucleation rarefaction pressure thresholds and the
local concentration of nuclei corresponding to each threshold. The simplest model (Model 1) had only
one type of nucleus, and is therefore unlikely to be realistic. However the experimental data from
sample #2 were reasonably well fitted with this model (Figure 5(a)) especially the transition from a
probability equals to 0.2 to almost certain. This fitting shows that the concentration of the nuclei is an
important parameter. One could have expected a sharp transition with such a nuclei population, but it
is worth remembering that for focused transducers, the volume (of the focal spot) for which the
nucleation threshold is exceeded depends on the excitation amplitude. A better fit was obtained with
the second model (Model 2). Nevertheless, for discrete nuclei spectra, the nucleation probability drops
down to zero for peak rarefaction pressures weaker than the weakest nuclei threshold of the modeled
nuclei population. In the case of Model 2, the experimental non-zero probability for a peak rarefaction
pressure of -5.1MPa in sample #2 could not be fitted. This result reveals that the low probability
measurement points are of particular importance in the choice of the best fitting model. Discrete
models with more types of nuclei could have been tested, but since there is no evidence that some
given nuclei sizes are favored in biological tissues, a continuous nuclei spectrum was modeled. The
experimental data including the low probabilities were well fitted with this third model (Figure 5 (c)
and Table 1). This tends to confirm Yount's assumption that the exponential size distribution is a
persistent feature of nuclei populations in aqueous media (Yount 1997).
Nonetheless, even if the tested models show a reasonable fit with the experimental data, they were
unable to truly determine the nuclei population here. Indeed, two main limitations remain. On the one
hand, investigations with even larger number of independent acquisitions would be needed, in
particular for rarefaction pressure leading to low nucleation probabilities, to better resolve the
nucleation probability and improve the model fitting. On the other hand, to the best of our knowledge,
no experimental validation of the analysis method is currently accessible. There is no gold-standard
method able to measure the nuclei distribution in blood. Among the methods developed to measure the
nuclei distribution of liquids and in particular sea water (d'Agostino 1987) and besides acoustic
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detection, only Coulter counters could be used for blood. This electrical method measures the
electrical perturbation produced by the nuclei when passing through a small orifice. It has been used to
determine the size distribution of stabilized microbubbles (ultrasound contrast agents). However,
current systems were reported to detect only bubbles larger than 0.46 µm (Kamaev et al 2004, Faez et
al 2011). Several attempts to establish a controlled nuclei liquid have been performed by adding
artificial nuclei in suspension: ultrasound contrast agents (Holland and Apfel 1990) or solid particles
(Holland and Apfel 1990, Deng et al 1996b, Borkent et al 2007). Unfortunately, none is suited for the
validation of the models presented in this paper. Indeed, ultrasound contrast agents are stabilized
bubbles of micrometric size. Their size implies that their dynamics will not correspond to Blake's
threshold in the low megahertz range. Solid particles have been shown to lead to reproducible
cavitation activity (Borkent et al 2007). However they are not characterized well enough in terms of
distribution of nucleation thresholds to be used as controlled nuclei. Despite of the lack of validation,
one can notice that at least two statistical studies of the initiation of cavitation activity similar to ours
have been performed previously to determine the nuclei distribution in pure water with a focused
excitation (Herbert et al 2006) and in distilled water with a uniform excitation (Messino et al 1963).
Both studies have shown to result in a better understanding and a quantitative assessment of the nuclei
distribution in water.
In our study, model-based fitting represents a useful tool for the analysis of the nucleation
probability in the sample, and the model-based analyses performed here present common features that
could reveal information about the nuclei population in the samples. A first common point of all the
model fits is that the total concentration of nuclei was several orders of magnitude lower than the
concentration of blood cells. For pig blood (Thorn 2000), the normal concentration of red blood cells
(RBC) and white blood cells (WBC) are respectively 6.5 109 RBC.mL-1 and 16.106 WBC.mL-1, while
the maximal concentration of nuclei determined in this study is 457 nuclei.mL-1. Chambers et al.
(1999) showed with a cavitation susceptibility meter and sheep blood that the in vivo concentration of
nuclei with a radius greater than 0.3µm was at most 2.7 nuclei per liter. Even if the animal species are
different, both results are consistent with the fact that nuclei concentration is extremely low compared
to the blood cells. The second common point is that the nuclei radii estimated with the discrete models
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are much smaller than 0.3µm, and are close to the value estimated by Hynynen (1991) for dog’s thigh
muscle in vivo (~10 nm). This could explain the higher concentration found in comparison with
Chamber et al 's study (1999). Whole blood constituents were also tested by Holland and Apfel (1990)
as potential cavitation nuclei in vitro, and no evidence were found that they act as vehicles for nuclei.
In our study, the nuclei could therefore be stabilized by components of the plasma or the preservative
solution. Further investigations comparing the nucleation probability in the whole blood and plasma
alone would be needed to test this hypothesis. Moreover, the preservative solution could be avoided
by performing in vivo determination of the nuclei characteristics of blood with a bypass like Chambers
et al (1999). This solution will in addition allow collecting a large set of independent acquisitions.
Such investigations are beyond the scope of this paper, but will be considered in the near future.
The weakest peak rarefaction pressures for which nucleation was detected were quite high in this
study (Table 1), and could be interpreted as the cavitation thresholds of the samples. Two other studies
have been found in the literature about cavitation thresholds in whole blood sample. They are
summarized in table 2. No direct comparison with our results can be done as the blood conditioning
and the sonication parameters differ. Nevertheless these studies are the closest ones to the work
described in this paper. Measurements performed on fresh blood less than 12 hours after extraction
(Deng et al 1996a) or in vivo (Ivey et al. 1995) yield to higher cavitation thresholds than the one
obtained in this paper. However, cavitation thresholds obtained from bank blood are similar to ours.
They also correspond to the closest setup to our experiments: blood conditioning is similar, very short
excitations are used, but the center frequency and the PRF differ, and also the blood specie. No
explanation about the discrepancy between fresh blood and bank blood is given in Deng et al (1996a).
Concerning the in vivo dog study, pressure levels and sonication durations are close to the ones
yielding to in vitro boiling effect (Canney et al 2010) so that nucleation might be due to temperature
elevation rather than mechanical effects. In both studies, the authors point out the low sensitivity of the
detection due to the presence of scatterers (red blood cells) hiding the bubble signature. According to
Deng et al (1996a), this might be the reason why a lower cavitation threshold is measured in the
plasma alone. Our differential approach based on the subtraction of very high frame rate images
permits to get rid of this hindering effect. A third study using lithotripter shockwave exposure was
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performed by Williams et al (1989) on in vitro human blood and in vivo dog blood, but the rarefaction
peak pressure are not given and difficult to estimate, and so are the cavitation thresholds found. This
third study indicates that bubble nucleation in in vivo blood requires higher excitation amplitude than
in vitro blood samples. However, in vitro the authors acknowledged that cavitation could have then
aroused from the blood-container interface. This possibility was avoided here thanks to the
localization of the nucleation events.
Our results are in agreement with an indirect estimation of cavitation threshold in blood performed
by Hwang et al (2005 and 2006) in rabbits. In their study, Hwang et al investigated cavitation-induced
vascular damages at 1MHz with and without injection of ultrasound contrast agent. Without contrast
agent, they report a statistically significant increase in endothelial surface damage at 9 MPa (Hwang
2006), with a slight increase in extravasation score between 3.35MPa and 6.5 MPa peak negative
pressure (Hwang 2005).
Our study demonstrates both the feasibility of the nucleation probability measurements with a fair
accuracy, and the potential of using a model to determine the distribution of the nuclei population in
blood. The assessment of the nuclei population in blood would provide a better understanding of the
formation of bubbles in medical ultrasound and hyperbaric decompression. In particular, the assessed
nuclei population could be used has an input in probabilistic models of decompression sickness
(Wienke 2009), so as to predict its occurrence. Since some variability could already be noticed
between the two tested samples, investigations on a large number of samples, and a study of the
variation of the nucleation probability and nuclei population with the physiological and biochemical
properties of the blood would help determining the crucial parameters. Such investigations could result
in a great improvement of the safety in diagnostic ultrasound (Duck 2008) and diving with compressed
gas (Blatteau et al 2006).
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Conclusions
Bubble nucleation events were detected in whole pig blood in vitro using ultrasound-based active
and passive detection imaging. The nucleation events were induced acoustically with short excitations
of high amplitude, and their occurence was confirmed by specific features on both the passive and the
active images.
A statistical analysis was developped to evaluate the nucleation probability for pulsed
insonifications, and was experimentally tested on two blood samples with at least 330 independant
acquisitions with different peak rarefaction pressures at focus. The probability range from 0 to 1 was
covered, providing more information about the nucleation properties of a biological sample than the
single value of cavitation threshold.
A model-based analysis of the experimental probability was introduced to investigate the amount of
additional caracteristics that could be extracted from this statitical information. It showed that for a
focused excitation, the concentration of nuclei greatly impacts the probability of nucleation. Moreover,
the model fitting introduced here confirms that blood has a very low concentration of nuclei, in
comparison with blood cells in particular. Among the tested nuclei spectrum, the continuous
distribution of nuclei is the most likely to correspond to the actual population of the tested samples.
Finally and above all, the possibility of assessing the nuclei population in blood opens perspectives
for a better understanding of the biological factor determining the nuclei sprectrum, and could impact
both medical ultrasound and hyperbaric decompression.
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Tables
Continuous model parameters

Minimum peak
rarefactional pressure
with detected
cavitation events
(MPa)

Blood sample

n1
(Nuclei /mL)

P1
(MPa)

r2

50% nucleation
propability
pressure (MPa)

#1

307

-16.9

0.9986

-6.3

-3.6

#2

457

-29.9

0.9948

-9.7

-5.1

Table 1: Summary of the results obtained on the two blood samples. The r² values are the
coefficient of determination for the non-linear regression of model 3.

Blood

Human,
ex vivo

Human,
ex vivo

Conservation

with EDTA,
from blood
bank, extracted
two days before
with EDTA,
from blood
bank, extracted
12 hours before

Frequency

Excitation
duration

Pulse
Repetition
Frequency

2.5 MHz
20 cycles

1 kHz

in vivo

Pig,
ex vivo

Anesthetized,
with isoflurane
inhalation

with CPDA-1
and heparin,
extracted
maximum 7
days before

Detection
method

-4 MPa

Ultrasound active
detection, no
subtraction:

-3 MPa (plasma
alone)

2.5 MHz

< -5.2 MPa

4.3 MHz

< -6.2 MPa
-24 MPa

12 ms
Dog,

Peak negative
pressure for first
cavitation detection

(2.2 10
cycles)

4

1.8 MHz

250 ms
(4.5 105
cycles)

660kHz

-2

(1. 9 10 W.cm )

4

Linear extrapolation
-11 MPa
(4300 W.cm-2)
Linear extrapolation

2 cycles

101 Hz

-3.6 MPa

30MHz focused
detector,
perpendicular to
the propagation
axis of the high
pressure
excitation.
Ultrasound active
detection, no
subtraction :
Conventional
B-mode imaging
at 5MHz and
power Doppler at
6MHz
Combined
passive and
ultrafast active
ultrasound
imaging

Table 2: Summary of studies on cavitation inception in whole blood. The last row corresponds
to the study presented in this paper.
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Ref

Deng
et al
(1996a)

Ivey et
al.
(1995)

-

Figure 1. Experimental set-up

Figure 2: Pressure waveforms recorded for two-cycle high amplitude pulse excitations of the singleelement transducer at its focal point. The signals shown are the averages of acquisitions low-pass
filtered below 50 MHz (IIR, Butterworth low-pass digital filter design, order 3, 50MHz cutoff
frequency). The measurements were made in degassed water. The peak negative pressure is indicated
on the pressure axis.
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Figure 3. Passive and active detection output for two typical cases of nucleation detection. A
nucleation event could be detected in case #1 and not in case #2. Unfiltered passive radio-frequency
signals recorded with the 33rd detection element of the array (a), and the corresponding magnitude
of the Fourier transform (b). The vertical dashed lines indicate the integer multiples of the center
frequency of the high-amplitude excitation pulse (660 kHz). Images corresponding to case #1: (c)
passive image obtained by beamforming the high-pass filtered passive signal (IIR, Butterworth highpass digital filter design, order 3, 3 MHz cutoff frequency), (d) first active image, (e) corresponding
AChD image. The focal point of the single-element transducer is marked on the images with a red
rhombus.
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Figure 4: Probability of bubble nucleation in pig whole blood as a function of the peak negative
pressure. The error bars represent the 95% confidence interval.
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Figure 5: Model fits of the experimental nucleation probability of sample #2.

The model

parameters that provide the best fitting in the least-mean square sense are given in the legend. The
curve corresponding to the model is plotted with the experimental data for (a) Model 1, (b) Model 2,
(c) Model 3. For Model 2, the probability corresponding to each of the nuclei types independently is
plotted in continuous line (b).
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Figure 6 : Nuclei spectrum corresponding to the best fits of Model 3 for the sample #1 and the
sample #2
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